
BUBBLE DOUBLE™
‘Radnov’ PP 24,069

A spectacular show of light pink flowers 

bloom from spring until frost. It displays 

excellent resistance to a wide range of common 

rose diseases. 

CAREFREE SPIRIT
‘Meizmea’ PP 20,175

A descendant of Carefree Delight, it has even 

better disease resistance, plant habit, and a great, 

non-fading, bright cherry red color. 

CRIMSON MEIDILAND®
‘Meizerbil’ PP 20,168

This variety is known for its resistance to black 

spot, controlled habit and floriferousness. The 

deep bronze, burgundy color of the fall foliage is 

an added bonus. 

FAIRY MEIDILAND® 
‘Meiklutz’ PP 19,760

Fairy Meidiland® displays a contained habit and 

superior disease resistance with a strong, non-

fading color. It also has super glossy foliage. 

ICECAP™ 
‘Meiradena’ PP 26,790

Icecap™ displays a dense flush of pure white 

flowers on a compact, rounded shrub. Excellent 

repeat blooming and disease resistance is observed. 

LAVENDER MEIDILAND® 
‘Meibivers’ PP 20,720

Tiny lavender to pink blossoms densely cover this 

landscape shrub rose. The small, cuplike flowers 

are extremely self cleaning. 

color: Light pink foliage: Medium green

habit: Bushy, 4’ h x 3’ w zones: 5–9

color: Cherry red, 
white eye

foliage: Medium green, 
glossy

habit: Bushy, 5’ h x 5’ w zones: 5–9

color: Bright red foliage: Dark green, 
glossy

habit: Compact, 2’ h x 4’ w zones: 5–9

color: Vibrant pink foliage: Dark green, 
glossy

habit: Compact, 3’ h x 3’ w zones: 5–9

color: White foliage: Dark 
green

habit: Very bushy, 2½’ h x 3½’ w zones: 4–9

color: Lavender, pink foliage: Light green, 
glossy

habit: Upright,  4’ h x 3½’ w zones: 5–9
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LIMONCELLO™ 
‘Meijecycka’ PP 21,532

This vigorously growing landscape shrub 

rose displays beautiful, light yellow flowers. 

Limoncello™ blooms perpetually throughout 

the season. 

color: Yellow foliage: Dark green, 
glossy

habit: Bushy, 4’ h x 4’ w zones: 5–9

PEPPERMINT POP™ 
‘Radcarn’ PP 22,172

Dramatic, two-toned,  pink and white color rose 

that re-blooms from spring through frost. Maintains 

a very uniform, tidy habit and is extremely 

disease resistant.

color: Pink and white foliage: Dark green

habit: Bushy, 4’ h x 3’ w zones: 5–9

TEQUILA® 
‘Meipomolo’ PP 16,342

Produces brightly colored, apricot-orange blooms 

throughout the season. This beautiful plant can 

be grown as a specimen or for a stronger effect, 

as a hedge.

color: Apricot-orange foliage: Green, 
glossy

habit: Mounding, 2–3’ h x 3–4’ w zones: 5–9

TEQUILA® GOLD 
‘Meipojona’ PP 18,657

This rose has a vigorous and bushy growth habit. 

The dense, medium green foliage contrasts nicely 

with the yellow flowers. Very good resistance to 

black spot.

TEQUILA® SUPREME 
‘Meikokan’ PP 21,271

Unique color and scalloped petals on a plant with 

good disease resistance. Performs well even under 

tough, hot and humid East Coast conditions.

THRIVE!®
‘Sprothrive’ PP 23,549

Thrive!® is a strong and healthy descendant of  

The Knock Out® Rose. Fire engine red blooms last 

all season. Superior resistance to black spot, rust 

and mildew.

color: Golden yellow foliage: Medium green, 
glossy

zones: 5–9 habit: Bushy, 5–6’ h x 4–5’ w

color: Copper and ochre foliage: Medium green

habit: Bushy, 4½’ h x 4’ w zones: 5–9

color: Dark red foliage: Dark green, 
glossy

habit: Bushy, 4½’ h x 3’ w zones: 5–9
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